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Abstract

We present a method for automatic surgical tool localization in 3D ultrasound
images based on line filtering, voxel classification and model fitting. A possible
application is to provide assistance for biopsy needle or micro-electrode inser-
tion, or a robotic system performing this insertion. The line filtering method is
first used to enhance the contrast of the 3D ultrasound image, then a classifier is
chosen to separate the tool voxels, in order to reduce the number of outliers. The
last step is a RANSAC model fitting. Experimental results on several different
datasets demonstrate that the failure rate of the proposed method is lower than
for preceding methods, with similar localization accuracy, at the expense of a
modest increase in computational effort. Even though some of the line filtering
methods are a little slower than other methods, its robustness and accuracy are
strongly proposed and it is worth to develop a system for clinique applications.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a method for enhancement and localization of sur-
gical tools such as needles or electrodes in 3D ultrasound (US) images. Thin tool
insertion [1] is a part of many surgical procedures such as biopsy [2], brachyther-
apy [3], breast cancer therapy and diagnostics [4], or neuron activity record-
ing [5]. A localization system can assist the surgeon in the tool insertion pro-
cedure by highlighting the tool position, providing navigation with respect to
the target, and choosing the proper plane from the 3D volume for visualization;
this will become increasingly important as 3D ultrasound probes become more
widely used. Automatic tool localization is also important for the accuracy and
robustness of robotic tool insertion systems.
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1.1. Existing tool localization techniques

First devices to localize and guide surgical tools were mechanical [6]. Here,
we will concentrate on techniques based on medical imaging [7], and especially
ultrasound [8], because of its speed, cost effectivity and non-invasiveness.

Most tool localization techniques for 3D ultrasound are based on projections
and Hough transform or Radon transform variants [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. One
general disadvantage of projection methods is their computational complexity,
even though almost real-time speed can be achieved by using multiresolution [16,
17] and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) implementation [18]. Mari et al [19]
have proposed a fast approach which first limits the region of a 3D US volume,
then uses a parallel integral projection (PIP) [14] to locate the position of a
small straight tool. A more serious problem is that projection methods are
easily confused if other highly echogenic objects are present in the image.

In our previous work [20] we have introduced another type of tool localiza-
tion technique, which first finds candidate voxels which are likely to belong to
the tool, and then fits the selected voxels by a parametric model of the tool
shape. The model fitting approach is much faster than projection-based meth-
ods because only a small fraction of the voxels is considered. It is also more
general by not assuming the object to be straight. Robustness is achieved using
RANSAC [21] and by using a voxel classifier based on voxel intensity and dis-
tance from the assumed tool axis; classifier parameters are learnt from training
data. RANSAC is used to find an approximate solution, which is subsequently
refined in a local optimization step. We have shown experimentally [20] that the
model fitting method achieves the lowest failure rate from all tested method.
Nevertheless, the obtained failure rate is still too high to allow clinical appli-
cability; it can approach 100% on our most challenging datasets (e.g. breast
biopsy). In the present work we show how to decrease the failure rate almost
to zero.

1.2. Proposed method

In this paper, we propose to use the shape information provided by line
filtering (see Section 2) to improve the previously described automatic localiza-
tion method [20], particularly its robustness with respect to large and bright
background structures and noise. More specifically, the line filtering is origi-
nally used to enhance the structure of blood vessel, we now use the fact that it
would be able to enhance one-dimensional (1D) structures such as a needle or
an electrode. This should help to suppress incorrect (false positive) detections
of other highly echogenic image structures such as locally planar (2D) interfaces
with bones or fat, round ball-like (3D) structures or unstructured noise. A sec-
ondary benefit of line filtering is the enhancement of visual contrast which aids
localization for human observers. There are two hypothesizes in this study: a)
the intensity of the needle voxels is higher than the surrounding tissue; b), the
shape of the tool is a thin, long, and uncurved cylinder. Bending is typical for
thin electrodes (diameter around 0.3 mm). Biopsy needles are thicker (diameter
around 1 mm) and therefore remain straight.
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We review existing line filtering methods in Section 2 and describe our new
tool localization algorithm in Section 3; Section 4 contains experimental evalu-
ation. Finally, Section 6 and Section 7 give the existing problem and conclusion
respectively.

2. Line filtering methods

Line filtering is a method for enhancement of 1D line structures, originally
developed for vessel enhancement and detection [22]. In our case the tool diam-
eter is fixed and known, which makes the task slightly easier.

A matching filter approach applies a set of filters of a similar shape as the
object being sought. Chaudhuri et al. [23] use matched filters for detection of
blood vessels in 2D images. 12 various orientations with angular distance 15◦

are prepared, and the kernel width σ is determined manually. Hoover et al [24] is
based on Chaudhuri’s method, and he improves it by using the optimized value
of σ. The threshold probing procedure proposed by Hoover et al classifies each
pixel using local and region-based properties. The response of the matehed
filter is examined by iteratively decreasing the threshold of the classsifier. The
accuracy for methods based on matched filter depends on the number of filters,
but the more the filters, the lower the calculation speed. The size of the
convolution mask also influence the speed.

Compared to matched filters, steerable filters [25], are a computationally ef-
ficient approach for evaluating responses for many angles by interpolating be-
tween responses of only a small number of basis filters. Freeman et al. [25] has
introduced the design of the steerable filter and provides several application
examples. Gonzalez et al. [26] use the steerable filter for line detection in
the 3D MRA images. They first use the steerable features for statistical 3D
dendrite detection. Then a classifier is learned to adapt the filter to particular
properties of filaments without manual intervention.

Linear structures can also be seen as ridges in the corresponding higher
dimensional space. Aylward et al [27] approximate the medial axes of tubular
vessels as oriented intensity ridges. Ridges are tracked from a user-supplied
starting point by estimating the local directions of the tube with respect to the
Hessian matrix. The local widths of the object is estimated by using points on
the ridges. Staal et al. [28] use the Hessian based method to detect ridges in
2D images followed by a learn-able selection scheme. Ridge pixels are grouped
by the similarity of eigenvector directions, and straight line elements are formed
out of them. Image is partitioned according to the closest line element. [29] has
shown that the the elements of the Hessian matrix also constitute a basis for a
steerable filter. In next section, the Hessian based analysis is described.
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2.1. Hessian based analysis

Local intensity variations are analyzed via second order derivatives assem-
bled in a Hessian matrix

M(x) =

 Ixx(x) Ixy(x) Ixz(x)
Iyx(x) Iyy(x) Iyz(x)
Izx(x) Izy(x) Izz(x)

 (1)

where the partial derivatives I··(x) of the volume I are computed after smooth-
ing with an isotropic Gaussian at scale s [22], which corresponds to the expected
diameter of the linear structure to be detected.

Let |λ1| ≤ |λ2| ≤ |λ3| be the eigenvalues of the Hessian M . For a line-like
object, the smallest eigenvalue λ1 is small and the corresponding eigenvector
e1 points along the object axis. The other two eigenvalues are larger and of
approximately the same magnitude for axially symmetric objects, leading to
the following condition for the object voxels:

(0 ≈ |λ1|) and (|λ1| � |λ2|) and (λ2 ≈ λ3) (2)

There are various ways to combine the eigenvalues into a single scalar mea-
sure [30, 31]. We choose a measure proposed by Frangi et al. [22] and the
tubularity measurement is presented as equations below.
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with RB =
|λ1|√
|λ2λ3|

, RA =
|λ2|
|λ3|

, (4)

S = ‖ H ‖F =

√ ∑
j=1,2,3

λ2j (5)

here, RB is used to distinguish the structure from a blob-like pattern; RA
distinguishes between the plate-like and line-like structures; S quantifies the
needle voxels and the background voxels. As recommended by Frangi et al., the
α = β = 0.5 are set; the parameter γ is tuned on training data as described
in [22]. As for a bright object on a dark background λ2 and λ3 should be
negative, so J = 0 is set when λ2 ≥0 or λ3 ≥0. Some examples in Figures 1, 2
and 3 are provided to show a visualize performence of the Frangi’s measurement.

2.2. Oriented filters

Oriented filters are designed to give a high response for a linear structure
with a particular orientation. The orientation is either known or is assumed to
be equal to the normalized eigenvector e1 of the Hessian. A standard line filter
is [25]:

ζ(x) =
∂2I

∂e2
2

(x) +
∂2I

∂e2
3

(x), (6)
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where e2, e3 are the two eigenvectors perpendicular to e1. In our application,
the (6) is used to calculate the orient parameter ζ(x) and further used as a
extended feature vector.

Note that second order directional derivatives are easily obtained from the
Hessian matrix at a little computational cost

∂2I

∂v2
(x) = vTH(x)v, v ∈ R3, ‖v‖ = 1 (7)

3. Tool localization with line filtering

The main improvement over the previous work [20] is that the first two
steps now use the shape information and classifiers trained on labeled training
data, which significantly improves the localization robustness. It consists of the
following four steps:

1. Voxel classification — a set of possible tool voxels Xt are chosen using the
intensity of the voxels as well as the Frangi’s measure J(x) (3) is selected
(Section 3.1).

2. Axis estimation — an approximate position of the tool axis, defined by a poly-
nomial curve with parameters H is found using RANSAC [21], maximizing
the number of inliers1 What should be noted here that whether a voxel is
an inlier or not is classified using the extent features, for example, oriented
filter output ζ(x) (6) (Section 3.2).
and the respectively.

3. Local optimization — the final solution H∗ is found by minimizing the mean
squared distance of the inliers identified in the previous step from the tool
axis (Section 3.3).

4. Tip localization — the endpoint of the tool is determined by robustly search-
ing for a significant drop in voxel intensity along the axis [14].

3.1. Voxel classification

Possible tool voxels Xt are selected based on a two-dimensional feature vec-
tor m1(x) = [I(x) J(x)], with voxel intensity I(x) and line filtering output
J(x). The following classifiers were tested, see Section 4.2 for experimental
comparison.

a) A monolithic linear classifier [33] trained by the Fisher’s linear discriminant
(FLD), using the feature vector m1(x) and a pocket algorithm [34] is also
implement to keeps the best solution so far.

b) Support Vector Machine (SVM) using kernel function with linear mapping [33],
which is composed with the m1(x) and a randomly chosen subset from the
trained data. It is trained using a fast cutting plane algorithm [35].

1Inliers are points consistent with the model for some set of parameters [32].
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c) AdaBoost (adaptive boosting) classifier, which is actually a learning meta-
algorithm [36]. Given a labelled training set and a set of weak classifiers,
the AdaBoost produces a strong classifier. In our method it is trained with
decision stumps [37] and 10 weak classifiers.

d) Waldboost [38] is an algorithm which integrates the AdaBoost training with
the Wald’s sequential probability ratio test (SPRT). The Waldboost used
is trained with domain partitioning weak classifiers [39] with 8 bins. The
desired TP rate and FN rate (Table 2) were set to 99% and 1%, respectively.

e) Cascaded classifier consists of two steps. First, the voxels are thresholded
based solely on intensity I(x), the threshold is chosen such that on training
data 80% of true positives are retained. The second step is a linear classifier
using both I(x) and J(x). The advantage is that the computationally ex-
pensive line filtering can be only performed on a small fraction of the pixels,
so the classifier is very fast.

3.2. Axis estimation

The tool axis is represented by a polynomial parametric curve

a(t; H) =

 h11 · · · h1n
h21 · · · h2n
h31 · · · h3n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H


1
t
...

tn−1

 ; t ∈ R (8)

with 3n parameters H [20]. We typically use n = 2 for straight needles.
Robust estimation of the parameters H is based on RANSAC [21]: in each

iteration n points are randomly chosen and the model is fitted [20] by solving
the system of 3n linear equations (8). The number of inliers consistent with
the estimated model is counted and at the end, the model consistent with the
largest number of inliers is reported. The number of iterations is determined
automatically, given the allowed probability of missing the optimum [20].

Whether a point (voxel) x is an inlier is determined by another classifier,
using an extended feature vector

ω = [I(x) J(x) d(x; H) ζ(x; H)] (9)

containing the voxel intensity I, tubularity J , approximate Euclidean distance
d(x; H) of x to the axis described by H [20], and the oriented filter output ζ (6).
Note that both d and ζ are dependent on the current model, namely for ζ we use
the local axis orientation in the point closest to x. Classifiers (a)–(d) from the
previous Section were considered, trained on images with manually determined
ground truth.

3.3. Local optimization

The final solution H∗ is found by minimizing the mean squared distance of
the inliers identified in the previous step from the tool axis.

H∗ = arg min
H

∑
x∈Xinl

d(x; H)2 (10)
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Example of the line filtering results with straight needle: a) original 3D US image
simulated using FIELD II, b) the output of line filtering using Frangi’s method.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example of the line filtering results: a) original 3D US image of the PVA cryogel
phantom acquired with Voluson 530D scanner, b) the output of line filtering using Frangi’s
method.

The optimization is done using a derivative-free Nelder-Mead downhill simplex
method [40].

4. Method evaluation

4.1. Visual enhancement

Despite the fact that Frangi’s method provided visually better results, the
improvement is evaluated objectively. To evaluate the improvement we have
used the contrast ratio (CR) Ψ(I,Xt,Xbg), defined as the ratio of the mean in-
tensity of the tool voxels I(Xt) and the mean intensity of background (non-tool)
voxels I(Xbg).

Ψ(I,Xt,Xbg) =
mean(I(Xt))

mean(I(Xbg))
(11)

The improvement in CR between the original image of intensity Io and fil-
tered image of intensity If is given by

ΨImpr =
Ψ(If ,Xt,Xbg)

Ψ(Io,Xt,Xbg)
(12)
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Figure 3: 3D volume of breast biopsy with needle. The left part of the slice contains the
original data and the right part contains the data filtered by Frangi’s method [22]. The
original data were acquired with GE Voluson E8 scanner.

The best improvement in CR is obtained with Frangi’s method (Table 7).
The computation time is dominated by filtering and calculating the eigenvalues,
depends linearly on the number of voxels, and is almost identical for all methods
(about 10s for the simulated data using our Matlab implementation [29]).

Table 1: Mean contrast ratio improvement (12) for the three line enhancement methods and
three groups of experiments. The best result in each row is set in bold. Numbers in parentheses
give the number of volumes in each dataset.

Data type (number) Frangi Sato Li
Simul. (28) 3.14 1.96 0.65

PVA (8) 16.78 4.04 3.12
Breast (3) 4.54 2.29 1.89

4.2. Segmentation evaluation

We compared the ability of classifiers from Section 3.1 to distinguish between
tool and background voxels on the simulated data.

The classifiers working points were adjusted so that their specificity was 80%
on the test data

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(13)

where the symbols are defined in Table 2. Our main performance criterion
is precision (also called ‘inlier ratio’ or positive predictive value, a voxel was
considered to be an inlier if it was closer to the tool axis than the tool radius)
as it directly influences RANSAC performance. It is defined as

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(14)
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Table 2: Confusion matrix illustrates naming conventions for the evaluation of classification
results.

negative predicted positive predicted

actual negative True Negative (TN) False Positive (FP)
actual positive False Negative (FN) True Positive (TP)

Table 3: Classifier performance in distinguishing tool voxels. The specificity was fixed to 80%.

Type of classifier Mean precision Mean sensitivity Specificity
Thresholding 6.0%± 2.0% 32.7%± 9.1% 80 %
Linear (FLD.) 87.5%± 1.7% 78.8%± 3.0% 80 %
SVM 88.5%± 1.7% 82.1%± 3.2% 80 %
AdaBoost 89.0%± 2.5% 90.0%± 3.9% 80 %
WaldBoost 88.5%± 1.3% 83.2%± 2.6% 80 %
Cascade 97.8%± 0.9% 46.9%± 8.1% 80 %

We also evaluate the sensitivity (TP rate)

Sensitivity =
TP

FN + TP
(15)

To do the cross validation, 18 simulated datasets have been generated using
Field II, with the orientation of needle from 40◦ to 110◦ with respect to the
probe, with a step of 4◦. Fifty simulation runs are done on the different pairs
of training and testing datasets. For each pair of datasets, 12 out of the 18 are
used for training, and the remaining 6 for testing. For each run, the training
and testing datasets are randomly chosen from the 18 datasets, without repe-
tition. Table 3 shows the segmentation performance of the different classifiers.
The mean precision and sensitivity and their standard deviations are given for
specificity 80 %. From Table 3, we see that the AdaBoost classifier gives the best
results in terms of sensitivity. The cascade classifier has much lower sensitivity
but excellent precision, which is important for the subsequent RANSAC step
and the speed gain is very important (Table 4). The differences between the
sensitivities of the linear, SVM, AdaBoost and WaldBoost classifiers was not
found significant by the t-test. All classifiers using line filtering perform signif-
icantly better than the previous method [20] that uses only intensity (denoted
‘Thresholding’ in Table 3).

4.3. Inlier detection

The inlier detector for RANSAC (Section 3.2) was trained and tested using
cross-validation (Section 4.2) on synthetic data taking advantage of the avail-
ability of ground truth. The position of the tool was chosen randomly with the
angle of the tool with respect to the probe axis 40 ∼ 110◦ and the distance of the
tool from the probe 30 ∼ 60 mm. The results for specificity 98% are reported
in Table 5. Best performers were the SVM and WaldBoost.
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Table 4: Time spent on line filtering for different datasets for the line filtering evaluated every-
where (‘full’) and only for voxels selected by the first step of the cascade classifier (‘cascade’).

Datasets Size [voxels] full cascade

Simul. 53× 71× 164 10.6 s 1.0 s
PVA 53× 71× 310 18.8 s 2.1 s

Breast tissue 383× 273× 208 236.7 s 14.0 s

Table 5: The performance of the inlier classifier on simulated data.

Type of classifier Precision Sensitivity Specificity

Linear (FLD) 94.5%± 4.4% 86.4%± 4.7% 98 %
SVM 99.1%± 1.9% 99.7%± 1.1% 98 %
AdaBoost 84.5%± 5.6% 42.8%± 4.7% 98 %
WaldBoost 97.4%± 3.1% 91.6%± 8.9% 98 %

5. Results on tool localization method with line filtering

5.1. Dataset used for method evaluation

The line filtering methods and proposed localization method were imple-
mented in MATLAB (the MathWorks, Natick, MA) and tested on PC with
Intel Core 4 processor at 2.83 GHz. The results of experiments are tested on
the following datasets.

Simulation. Twenty-eight 3D ultrasound datasets were generated by an ultra-
sound simulator FIELD II [41, 42] with known ground-truth location of the tool
(Figure 1a). Table I gives the parameters used in FIELD II, set to mimic our
real ultrasound scanner as closely as possible.

An image of a needle was created by adding a cylinder of diameter 0.6 mm
with highly reflecting scatterers. For each 3D image there were 53 azimuthal
planes covering an angle of 40◦ and 71 planes covering a lateral angle of 40◦; in
the axial direction, each pixel corresponds to approximately 0.1 mm.

PVA phantom. Experiments have been done on a PVA cryogel phantom [43]
which mimics biological tissue properties.

The PVA cryogel phantom contained an electrode of diameter 0.3 mm. What
should be pay attention here is that even the real diameter of the electrode is
0.3 mm, the apparent diameter in the US volume will be almost the same as the
simulated one because a procedure of convolution [19] of the PSF. (Figure 2a).
Eight 3D ultrasound images of size 53 × 71 × 260 voxels of the PVA cryogel
phantom from various positions have been acquired using an ultrasound scanner
Voluson 530D with a 7.5 MHz probe. These volumes have different angle pairs
[α, β] as [20◦, 90◦], [25◦, 80◦], [15◦, 60◦], and [25◦, 10◦], the definition of α and β
is shown in Figure 4.
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Table 6: Parameters used in FIELD II simulations.
Parameter name Value

Transducer center frequency [MHz] 7.5
Sampling frequency [MHz] 27
Speed of sound [m/s] 1540
Elements of the probe 128
Width of element [mm] 0.1
Height of element [mm] 10
Kerf [mm] 0.017
Focal depth [mm] 50
Range of scan lines [degree] [-20 20]
Range of scan planes [degree] [-20 20]

Figure 4: The definition of the two direction angles of the needle.

Breast biopsy. We tested the method on three real data sets of live breast tissue
(Figure 3) with a 11 gauge straight biopsy needle (1 mm outer diameter). 3D
ultrasound images were acquired by the GE Voluson E8 scanner with a 12 MHz
probe. The size of all volumes was 273× 383× 208 voxels.

The needle position for real data sets was determined as an average location
given by eight observers. The mean variability for human observers was less
than 0.4 mm.

5.2. Tool localization — testing the complete chain

The complete proposed localization method was evaluated in terms of the
axis accuracy, the failure rate, and the elapsed time. Axis accuracy εaxis is
defined as the maximum Euclidean distance of the true tool endpoints from the
estimated tool axis

εaxis = max
{
‖E −Q1‖, ‖T −Q2‖

}
(16)

where E is the true intercept point; T is the true tool’s tip, and Q1 and Q2 are
the orthogonal projections of E and T on the estimated axis a(t) (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Illustration of the axis accuracy evaluation.The axis accuracy εaxis is defined as
the maximum Euclidean distance between the true endpoints and their projections on the
estimated tool axis. The tip accuracy εtip is the Euclidean distance between the true tip and
the estimate tip.

In [19], it is claimed that for the situation of biopsies, an error of a few mm
can be acceptable. So, the localization was considered to be a failure when the
axis accuracy εaxis was greater than a threshold (set to 3 mm) and failures were
excluded from accuracy calculations.

We consider six variants of the proposed method: two classifiers for seg-
mentation — (1) a cascaded classifier (denoted CASC) and (2) a linear SVM
classifier (SVM); and three inlier classifiers for the axis estimation step — (1)
linear SVM (SVM); (2) AdaBoost (ADA); and (3) WaldBoost.

The proposed line filtering method (Section 3.2) was compared to two vari-
ants (AxShp and IntDstr) of the previously described RANSAC localization
method [20], to the parallel integral projection method (PIP) [14] and its mul-
tiresolution variant MR-PIP [17], and the randomized Hough transform (RHT)
and its quick variant (Q-RHT) [12]. The reported times include line filtering
and pre-processing.

5.3. Tool localization on the simulated data

The Contrast Ratio (CR) given by (11) was used to define the image quality.
Results (axis accuracy, number of failures, time) for high CR data ( Figure 1a
for an example) are reported in Figure 6. The projection (PIP) methods are the
slowest and the Hough transform (RHT) methods have the highest number of
failures. Previously described RANSAC based methods [20] are the fastest with
a small number of failures. The new method using line-filtering has no failures
at all and with the cascade classifier it can be as fast as the earlier methods [20].

Figure 7 shows results for more difficult synthetic data with low CR, see
Figure 10 for an example. The methods not using line filtering have failed
in all cases. The best performance among line filtering methods was achieved
using the SVM+ADA classifier for both stages, the following is the SVM+SVM
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Figure 6: The results of the tool localization on simulated data with high contrast ratio (CR)
(CR = 1.7). M.F. stands for model-fitting (RANSAC) methods. The first column is the
failure rate for all the methods in percentage; the second column is the axis accuracy in mm;
the third column is the time consuming for each method.

classifier. The cascaded classifier decreases the overall time but increases the
number of failures.

5.4. Tool localization on the real data

The results on real data of the PVA phantom are shown in Figure 8 and
example of a localization result with and without line filtering is in Figure 11.
All methods not using line filtering fail in 50 ∼ 100% of cases, mostly because of
a presence of a highly echogenic 2D interface. The best performance with respect
to the number of failures was achieved by the combination of the Casc+SVM
classifier and the SVM+ADA classifiers. The use of cascade classifier in the
presegmentation reduces the calculation time, so, considering the aspect of time,
the Casc+SVM classifier is better than the SVM+ADA.

Finally, we present results on the three breast biopsy datasets in Figure 9.
Methods not using line filtering fail completely. Among line filtering methods,
combining SVM and AdaBoost or WaldBoost classifiers works best. Though the
combination of two linear SVM classifiers has a more than 50% failure rate, the
accuracy is a little better than the SVM+ADA and the SVM+WALD classifier.
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Figure 7: The results of the tool localization on simulated data with low CR (CR = 1.1).
M.F. stands for model-fitting (RANSAC) methods. The first column is the failure rate for all
the methods in percentage; the second column is the axis accuracy in mm; the third column
is the time consuming for each method.

6. Discussion

The line filtering method not only works on the straight needle situation, it
also works when there is a C like deformation of the needle. Figure 12 gives an
example of the line filtering result with curved needle. However, we mainly con-
cern on the non-curved situation, so at present, our localization algorithm does
not work on the situation of curved needle localization. For sure, to complete
our research work, the curved model of RANSAC algorithm will be developped
in furture work.

Table 7: Mean contrast ratio improvement (12) for the three line enhancement methods using
the simulated volume with a curved needle. The Frangi’s method has the best performance.

Data type (number) Frangi Sato Li
Simul. curved (4) 4.25 2.97 2.71

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a new method for tool localization in 3D ultrasound im-
ages which exploits its predominantly 1D shape both when initially selecting
tool candidate voxels and when evaluating voxels consistent with a particular
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Figure 8: The results of tool localization on the PVA cryogel phantom. The first column is
the failure rate for all the methods in percentage; the second column is the axis accuracy in
mm; the third column is the time consuming for each method.

tool positions. The robustness is significantly improved with respect to our ear-
lier method [20] as well as with respect to other existing algorithms (Parallel
Integral Projection and Randomized Hough Transform).

The best performance in terms of robustness was obtained with SVM classi-
fiers. For datasets with relatively low noise and low clutter, a cascaded classifier
approach performs almost as well with much reduced computational complexity.
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